
Summary: Mapping Interconnection in the Internet: Colocation, Connectivity and Congestion

As the global Internet expands to satisfy the demands and expectations of an ever-increasing frac-
tion of the world’s population, profound changes are occurring in its interconnection structure,
traffic dynamics, and the economic and political power of different players in the ecosystem. These
changes not only impact network engineering and operations, but also present broader challenges
for technology investment, future network design, public policy, and scientific study of the Inter-
net itself. And yet, from both scientific and policy perspectives, the evolving ecosystem is largely
uncharted territory.

In particular, two related transformations of the ecosystem motivate our inquiry: the emer-
gence of Internet exchanges (IXes) as anchor points in the mesh of interconnection, and content
providers and Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) as major sources of traffic flowing into the In-
ternet. By some accounts over half the traffic volume in North America now comes from just two
content distributors (Youtube and Netflix). This shift constitutes the rise of a new kind of hier-
archy in the ecosystem, bringing fundamentally new constraints on existing players who need to
manage traffic on their networks to minimize congestion. Measurement challenges limit our cur-
rent capability to describe and understand these dynamics, but evidence of trouble has increased
dramatically in the last five years, resulting in tussles among commercial players as well as be-
tween the private sector and regulatory bodies, at the expense of users suffering degraded quality
of experience.

We propose to characterize the changing nature of the Internet’s topology and traffic dy-
namics, and to describe the implications of these changes on network science, architecture,
operations, and public policy. The research is structured as two foundational tasks and a set of
research questions that build on those tasks. We will first construct a new type of semantically rich
Internet map, which will elucidate the role of IXes in facilitating robust and geographically diverse
but complex interdomain connectivity. This map will guide our second task: a measurement study
of traffic congestion dynamics induced by evolving peering and traffic management practices of
CDNs and ISPs, including methods to detect and localize the congestion to specific points in the
network. We will use our own measurement infrastructure as well as measurements from four
industry collaborators: Akamai, Netflix, Google, and Comcast. We have designed experimental
prototypes in order to test the feasibility of several of our proposed methods, and validated early
results with network providers who have provided ground truth on topology and traffic infer-
ences. We will use the results of these two tasks to investigate questions related to infrastructure
resiliency, scientific modeling, network economics, and public policy.

Intellectual merit: This project will advance our scientific understanding of the evolving Inter-
net, yielding new methods of analysis and insights into the interaction between CDN dynamics,
interconnection at IXes, and network performance. It will also allow us to create and validate a
more sophisticated model of the physical Internet topology, as well as provide unique data sets
and scenarios by which to evaluate future network architectures.

Broader impacts: We will broadly disseminate the results of this project to interested com-
munities via publications, conferences, relevant committees’ meetings and online. We will also
organize and host annual international interdisciplinary workshops to close the loop between em-
pirical research results, theoretical modeling activities, and policymaking. By providing unbiased
data about the evolving Internet ecosystem, the proposed research has the potential to be of great
value to Internet users, network operators, and governments.

Keywords: Internet measurement; performance; traffic engineering and management; eco-
nomics; policy; future Internet



Project Description: Mapping Interconnection in the Internet: Colocation, Connectiv-
ity and Congestion

1 Motivation

What has been called the “flattening” of the Internet [1] is now a recognized phenomenon: peer-
ing connections among ISPs (ASes) as primary interconnection paths are increasingly supplanting
the model of networks interconnecting hierarchically via a small clique of tier-1 providers [2, 3].
The pervasive growth of two initially independent but synergistic infrastructure sectors have con-
tributed to this shift over the last 15 years: Internet eXchanges (IXes) and Content Distribution
Networks (CDNs). IXes facilitate interconnection among networks within a region, allowing traf-
fic to flow along cheaper and lower-latency routes, which CDNs leverage to place (cache) content
as close to users as practical. The relationship between IXes and CDNs has grown increasingly
symbiotic: both aim to localize traffic near users, optimizing bandwidth efficiency and perfor-
mance. There are over 400 IXes in the world [4], with diverse architectures, membership, and
business/governance models. Most larger IXes are public Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) where
participants can interconnect across a shared and sometimes distributed fabric; some also support
private peering (colocation) facilities where tenants physically interconnect routers. The diversity
in connectivity that IXes enable has not been rigorously quantified, but recent studies by us and
others have discovered evidence of more peering connections at IXPs [2, 5] than were previously
documented to exist in the entire Internet [6, 7, 8].

Much of today’s Internet traffic originates from large content providers and their (own or
partner) CDNs. In 2013, Sandvine [9] reported that about one half of all downstream consumer
traffic came from Netflix or Youtube. This transition constitutes the rise of a new kind of hier-
archy to the Internet ecosystem, with implications for the balance of power and control among
its players. CDNs typically control the source (and thus the path) of data coming into an ISP,
so they can increase (or alleviate) loading and congestion on different points of interconnection.
At the same time, ISPs can control the capacity of incoming links, which can limit the realistic
options for the delivery of high-volume traffic. Strategic behavior by a CDN or ISP may cre-
ate externalities for other infrastructure operators, and inevitable regulatory interest in the re-
sulting shifts in bargaining, money flows, and potential market power related to interconnec-
tion.1 Although peering disputes over traffic imbalances are not new [11, 12, 13], heated peer-
ing disputes between powerful players in the U.S. have increased dramatically in the last four
years [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22], raising technical questions about appropriate network man-
agement as well as concerns about intentional degradation of performance as a business strategy
to obtain interconnection fees. For three years we have hosted a Workshop on Internet Economics
(WIE), where we have heard ISPs and content providers describe deep conflicts over peering prac-
tices. Thus far the research and measurement community has had no scientific framework to study
this behavior.

Understanding how these industry sectors interact, and the resulting impact on the rest of the
Internet industry, is largely uncharted territory. The shift in Internet traffic dynamics has obvi-
ous implications for network engineering and operations, since network operators must change
their approaches to traffic engineering, capacity planning, and other techniques to maintain and
improve network infrastructure. But these dynamics also pose broader challenges related to the

1This interest has manifested itself in heated debates on how to update international telecommunications settlements
regulations as the focus shifts from telephony to the Internet. The European Telecommunications Network Operators’
(ETNO) proposal [10] (prepared in advance of the ITU plenary meeting in December 2012) and resulting controversy
illustrates the tension around the regulation of Internet interconnection.
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evolving Internet: technology investment, future network design, public policy, and scientific
study of the Internet itself. As the Internet inexorably subsumes the legacy telephony infrastruc-
ture, metrics of interest are expanding to include reliability and availability, policymakers and
researchers struggle to map network measurements to such metrics.2

The goal of this research is to measure and characterize the changing nature of the topology
of the Internet, and to describe the implications of this change on Internet operations, design,
science, and policy. The research is structured as two foundational tasks and a set of research
questions that build on those tasks. Our first task is to create a new type of Internet map (Sec-
tion 3.1) to capture the role of IXes in facilitating robust and geographically diverse but complex
interdomain connectivity. We will augment traditional BGP sources of AS-level topology data
with new measurement and inference techniques to infer massive peering meshes – which have
thus far been largely invisible to standard measurement methods – and where they physically
occur. We will use this richly annotated topology map to guide discovery of loading and conges-
tion at interconnection points (Section 3.2), which can degrade the experience for many users, and
can signal contention in business relationships between ISPs. Our methods include two forms of
active probing, combined with data about actual streaming downloads we will receive from Net-
flix, the dominant provider of content on the Internet, and data from Comcast that can be used to
validate the first uses of our test methods.

The development and application of these new methods and data will provide a new lens
through which to observe and understand the evolving Internet. We will use the knowledge base
and tools created in the first two tasks to explore questions related to infrastructure resilience, net-
work economics, communications policy, and scientific modeling (Section 3.3). Our goals for this
inquiry are directly responsive to the NSF’s Networking Technology and Systems (NeTS) program
solicitation, and include: advancing our fundamental understanding of how content distribution
dynamics affect ISP network management capabilities; developing metrics to quantify the impact
of emerging interconnection patterns on the resiliency, efficiency, and market power of modern
networks; revisiting longstanding but now questionable topology modeling assumptions; offer-
ing new models that are better grounded empirically; and tracking trends over time to establish a
baseline against which to evaluate future Internet architecture designs and implementations.

2 Background: State of the Art

The best publicly available data about the global interconnection system that carries most of the
world’s communications traffic is incomplete and of unknown accuracy. There is no map of phys-
ical link locations, capacity, utilization, or interconnection arrangements. This opacity of the In-
ternet infrastructure hinders research and development efforts to model network behavior and
topology, design protocols and or new architectures, much less study real-world properties such
as robustness, resilience, and economic sustainability. There are good reasons for the dearth of in-
formation: complexity and scale of the infrastructure; information-hiding properties of the routing
system; security and commercial sensitivities; costs of storing and processing the data; and lack
of incentives to gather or share data in the first place, including cost-effective ways to use it op-
erationally [24]. In this section we review relevant literature in Internet topology and congestion
research, and the open questions that motivate our proposed research.

2The FCC’s Chief Scientist proposed a new IETF working group to focus on developing a new architecture for
coordinating measurements of broadband network performance [23].
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2.1 Inferring and characterizing connectivity

Most research use of Internet topology data today relies on maps at the AS granularity, both be-
cause they are useful approximations for a variety of research [25, 26, 7, 27, 28], and because two
public respositories of interdomain routing data allow construction of AS-level graphs: Route-
Views [29] and RIPE RIS [30]. Although these public data sources provide a reasonable view
of customer-provider relationships between networks, they miss a great deal of pervasive re-
gional and non-revenue-based peering activity, because such links tend not to propagate via for-
mal (paid) transit relationships, and thus cannot be observed by remote monitoring instrumenta-
tion [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. In particular, this kind of instrumentation does not typically capture
peering at Internet Exchanges (IXes), much of which is not governed by a formal contract [37]. To
capture some of these stealthier links in the AS graph, some studies have used other sources of
interconnection data, such as routing registries [38, 39] and traceroutes specifically crafted to infer
AS links at IXes [40, 6, 41]. Others have claimed (incorrectly) that IXP connectivity is impossible
to discover without traffic data from the IXP itself [2].

Researchers have also studied how to meaningfully annotate AS topologies, most commonly
trying to infer the type of business relationships between networks [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 36, 48].
A major limitation of all known AS-relationship algorithms, including our own [49], is that they
attach a single type of relationship to an AS link – customer-to-provider (c2p) or peer-to-peer
(p2p)3 – while in reality relationships can be more complex, such as region-specific or prefix-
specific [50, 51]. These oversimplifications of the AS graph limit its utility for many research
questions, including the study of routing policies, path diversity, and resiliency to failures. For
example, due to the geographically distributed nature of many network providers, an AS-graph
is technically both a multi-graph (two AS nodes connect at multiple locations) and a hypergraph
(multiple ASes can be connected by a single “link”, e.g., the shared peering fabric at an IX). Pre-
vious efforts to provide Internet maps at finer granularities than the AS-level have focused on
either router-level or Points-of-Presence (PoP) level graphs, both of which have daunting research
challenges in construction as well as use. Inferring a valid router graph that captures a represen-
tative fraction of the core of the Internet requires significant measurement and analysis of massive
traceroute data [52], and also results in a hypergraph, but one that can be three orders of magni-
tude larger than the corresponding AS-level graph, imposing computational costs that inhibit its
practical use for some problems. PoP-level maps offer a compromise, depicting geographic loca-
tions where networks have infrastructure, but the few examples in the literature [53, 54, 55, 56]
are limited in coverage due to lack of measurement infrastructure, suffer inaccuracies in router
geolocation, and are extremely difficult to validate.

Although there is wide recognition of the limitations of the existing Internet topology maps,
and in particular of the need to move beyond modeling ASes as single nodes connected bilat-
erally with single links [51, 57], no one has actually attempted this task at scale, much less pro-
duced ongoing snapshots of such maps, annotated and validated to the largest extent possible. In
the meantime, none of the existing maps can support empirical research on the complex peering
ecosystem, its growing synergistic interaction with content industries, and implications of these
interactions for the stability and performance of the Internet.

3In a c2p relationship, the customer pays the provider to transport its traffic to and from ASes the provider can reach,
either directly or via its own providers. In a p2p relationship, two ASes gain access to each others’ customers, typically
without either AS paying the other (called a settlement-free peering relationship)
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2.2 Inferring and characterizing congestion

The study of network congestion – adaptive transport-layer congestion control [58], congestion
management [59], and detecting its effects [60] – has been a focus of network research, protocol
standards development efforts, and network operators for many years. More recently researchers
have devoted effort to understanding in-home [61, 62, 63], and broadband access [64, 65, 66, 67,
68] performance issues, and whether these components are really the end-to-end performance
bottlenecks for most users [69, 70].

Another related field of measurement of network properties is network tomography [71],
which uses end-to-end measurements to discover network-internal characteristics, such as topol-
ogy [72], loss rates [73, 74, 75], or delays [76, 77, 78, 79]. A specific class of tomography is binary
tomography [80], which assumes end-to-end measurements and internal link states are in one of
two states: “good” or “bad” (or congested vs. uncongested). The binary tomography problem is
usually underconstrained – many more links (variables) than end-to-end paths (equations) – and
thus is usually simplified to finding the smallest set of congested links that explains the end-to-end
observations. The problem of identifying the smallest set of likely congested links given a set of
end-to-end measurements is NP-hard [81]. Greedy approximations to this problem are known to
produce good results; in fact, a greedy algorithm achives the best possible approximation possible
for a polynomial-time algorithm [82]. We have previously utilized a binary tomography approach
to identify the set of candidate “broken” links that best explain a set of end-to-end reachability
measurements [83]. Researchers have also combined elements of Boolean tomography (estimat-
ing good or bad links) with analog tomography to estimate a range of actual performance for bad
links [84]. We are not aware of any study that applies tomographic techniques to systematically
study broadband networks and their peering and interconnection links.

And yet, growing evidence in the press [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] indicates that
peering disputes between powerful players are leading to congested interconnection links, which
affect the performance of many (sometimes millons of) users simultaneously. These tussles raise
technical questions about the need for network management mechanisms [85, 86], and policy con-
cerns about potentially intentional technical degradation of interconnection and content delivery
as a consequence of adverse business interests. For example, the four major French ISPs (France
Telecom, Free, SFR and Bouygues) are reputed to engage in contentious bargaining with CDNs
as part of a business strategy to obtain interconnection fees [87, 88, 89, 90]; some have speculated
that part of their business strategy is to run some of their interconnection links “hot”, i.e., under-
provisioned and thus congested, so that they are not suited for the delivery of high-volume traffic
such as streaming video. There have been heated debates on the existence of such behaviors on
operational mailing lists [14], but no published scientific research

Access providers are not the only players with an incentive to degrade performance as a
business strategy to protect or increase revenue streams [91]. CDNs also play a growing role
in traffic management today, performing complex optimizations, measuring download perfor-
mance and adjusting traffic flows in near-real-time, including from which nodes they source con-
tent [92, 93, 94]. They may also have incentives to induce load onto congested links as a part of
a business strategy to negotiate favorable peering agreements with network providers. The re-
sulting potentially contentious interactions between ISP routing and CDN sourcing have implica-
tions for network stability and performance [95, 96, 97, 98]. This interconnect issue is increasingly
complex, and CDNs and operators have emphasized the need for more analysis in this area (see
attached letter of collaboration from Comcast).4

4While the policy and operational implications of this proposal are important it is not our goal to attribute blame for
congested links.
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3 Proposed Research

Our proposed research is structured as two foundational tasks and a set of research questions
that build on those tasks. We will first construct a new type of semantically rich Internet map,
which will guide our second task: a measurement study of traffic congestion dynamics induced
by evolving interconnection and traffic management practices of CDNs and ISPs. This new map
and these measurement techniques will frame our inquiry into issues relevant to network oper-
ators, researchers, policymakers, and users. These inquiries will inform infrastructure resiliency
assessments, improve network modeling integrity, and enlighten Internet policy debates.

3.1 Task 1: Create an IX-aware map of the Internet

Our first task is to produce a representation of the inter-AS configuration of the Internet that will
elucidate the role of Internet Exchanges (IXes) in facilitating robust and geographically diverse
interdomain connectivity. In this proposal, we use the general term Internet eXchange (IX) to re-
fer to both IXPs and private peering facilities. We will refine a technique we recently developed
to infer multilateral peering relationships at known IXes [5]. We will augment this set of discov-
ered links with targeted traceroutes performed at scale to discover bilateral peering links crossing
IXes, and explore techniques to identify the presence of IXes not explicitly seen in the path or
not documented in public databases. We will then annotate nodes with inferred network types,
and annotate links with inferred regional business relationships, by extending our AS relationship
inference algorithm [49] to accommodate regional differences we observe at IXes. The resulting
map will provide detailed information about AS-level connectivity, whether it happens at IXPs or
private colocation facilities, and how it differs across regions.

3.1.1 Incorporating IX connectivity into an AS-level Internet map

To augment the baseline topology maps created from public BGP data [29, 30] with additional
knowledge about peering and IXes, we will start with colocation information obtained from several
public data sources of self-reported colocation information that have been largely untapped by
the research community.

PeeringDB [4] is the richest source of self-reported colocation and peering offerings; this com-
munity web site supports voluntary registration of an ISP’s information about their presence at
public peering points (at IXes with shared fabrics) and private peering facilities, providing hints about
likely peering offerings of different networks. PeeringDB serves as a matching service for net-
works seeking peers; for example, the PeeringDB entry for Comcast contains the statement “We
do not offer peering, paid or otherwise, on the shared fabric public switches at any IX” and lists
their presence at 17 private peering facilities (and no IXPs). Its registered participants are reason-
ably representative of the Internet’s transit, content, and access provider populations [99]. Two
other repositories [100, 101] provide similar voluntarily reported colocation offerings. Some IXes
also publish member lists (e.g., [102]) and peering matrices (e.g., [103]). While not directly pro-
viding topology information, all of these data sources can be used to infer colocation at specific
IXes [104]. We propose to build a colocation database that will use these data sources to compile informa-
tion about which networks are colocated at specific IXes and private peering facilities.

Many IXes also provide a route server so that their members can maximize peering richness
using multilateral peering, i.e., heavily meshed peering established over an IX’s public peering fab-
ric [105]. In addition to facilitating efficient peering among many participants, route servers pro-
vide visibility into peering relationships. IX members control which other members receive their
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prefixes (i.e. their peerings) by attaching special BGP community values on routes they announce
to the route server (Figure 1). Some IXes publish their route server configuration (e.g., [106]), and
an emerging effort is trying to standardize publication of such information in the future [107].
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Figure 1: Controlling which members receive a prefix an-
nounced to a route server. In (a), X allows ASes 8359 and
8447 to receive the route, and no one else. In (b), X allows
all members to receive the route except for 5410 and 8732.
Each IXP uses a different ASN and convention for control-
ling route announcements; 6695 is the ASN for DE-CIX.

We recently developed and experimen-
tally validated a technique to query pub-
lic route servers at IXes in order to in-
fer multilateral peering (MLP) meshes that
they host [5]. In May 2013 we experi-
mented with manual use of this MLP tech-
nique on 13 large European IXes hosting
route servers, mining the special-purpose
BGP communities, and using the IX look-
ing glasses5 to gather routes for specific pre-
fixes. The nature of MLP implies that we
may infer hundreds of peering links from
a single route. We inferred more than
206K p2p links, 88% of which were not
visible in public BGP data [5]. We vali-
dated 26K of these links using 70 looking
glasses provided by IXP members or their
customers, proving that at least 98.4% of
the peerings we could test actually existed. For two-thirds of the 1445 ISP members at
the 13 IXPs we studied, this method inferred at least an order of magnitude more peer-
ing links than BGP or traceroute data revealed (Figure 2 and [5]), and discovered most
of the peering connectivity inferred using proprietary traffic data from DE-CIX in 2012 [2].
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Figure 2: Numbers of MLP links found with our algo-
rithm vs. with passive BGP data (Routeviews, RIPE RIS,
PCH) and active traceroute data (Ark, DIMES). Inferred
MLP links have little overlap with links observed from cur-
rent active and passive data sources.

PeeringDB lists 413 IXPs as of Novem-
ber 2013, suggesting a substantial opportu-
nity to discover additional peering with this
technique, but also a substantial scaling chal-
lenge. Even the 13 IXPs we studied used a
variety of software, conventions, and inter-
faces to their looking glass and route servers,
making the acquisition and processing of this
data tedious. To the extent possible, we will
automate the extraction of multilateral peer-
ing links from IXPs that use route servers,
and will publish per-IXP details we find and
software we use, to help others reproduce or
validate our work.

This MLP approach will not reveal pri-
vate bilateral peering between ASes, which
can also occur at IXes. We must leverage
other sources of information to estimate who
is likely privately peering where, including

5A looking glass is a web-based mechanism some operators support to allow others to safely interact with a privi-
leged or protected network process, such as BGP or traceroute.
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traffic data from and personal relationships with IX operators.6 We can observe all pairs of ASes
exchanging traffic, and subtract those AS pairs we inferred as multi-lateral peers to construct a set
of candidate private peering AS pairs. This ground truth data will give us insights into the types
of networks likely to engage in private peering, and will inform the final step of our map creation
– targeted traceroutes to discover bilateral peering connectivity.

To discover bilateral peering links, we must first know which of these links could exist. Infor-
mation about network colocation at various IXes and the insights from the ground truth traffic data
will guide this process, indicating which links we should look for. We will then perform tracer-
outes from multiple distributed vantage points, crafted to maximize the possibility of traversing
the targeted link. Critical to this technique is the availability of a large number of distributed
vantage points, so that we can craft the traceroutes to maximize the possibility of traversing the
suspected peering link, ideally with traceroutes in both directions to increase our confidence that
the peering exists. In particular, we need vantage points and destinations in the customer cones
of the targeted ASes, i.e., the set of ASes reachable from that AS by traversing provider-customer
links. We will expand on the set of techniques used in [6] in two ways: a more recent and more
validated customer cone computation algorithm [49], and an expanded set of vantage points in-
cluding CAIDA’s 77 (as of November 2013) Ark monitors [108], limited use of thousands of RIPE
Atlas nodes [109], Akamai nodes, and Mlab servers (see attached letters of collaboration) and more
than a thousand public traceroute servers (listed at traceroute.org).

Section 3.2 describes our recent successful attempt to use traceroute data to map Comcast’s
observable peering connectivity from a given vantage point, all of which is at private peering
facilities. But measurement techniques to discover bilateral peering links have never been im-
plemented at the scale we propose, from thousands of distributed vantage points, so collecting,
processing, and interpreting this data will involve significant computational and data mining
challenges. Our extensive experience in analysis of traceroute data has made us well aware
of the pitfalls in inferring AS-level connectivity from traceroute data, requiring careful saniti-
zation to handle artifacts such as third-party addresses and the effects of unresponsive routers
[110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 52].

Using traceroute data to infer connectivity at IXes is easier when the IX prefixes are known
and appear in the traceroutes, in which case they can be simply elided from the traceroute path
and connectivity inferred across them [116, 6]. But inferring peering at unknown IXes is an open
research challenge. We will begin by examining identifiable patterns of known IXPs, either host-
name conventions, IX prefixes, or topological characteristics, that might yield hints to help us iden-
tify undocumented IXes in our traceroute data. We have had success with a similar fingerprinting
approach, based on unusual degrees of routers in paths, to infer layer-2 MPLS infrastructure from
traceroute data [117]. The final step is to match observed IX signatures to likely geographical
locations. For this purpose, we will try to geolocate the suspected IX hops using a variety of
techniques: reverse DNS mappings of neighboring IP addresses [118], off-the-shelf geolocation
databases [119], or delay and topology-based geolocation [120, 121, 122, 123, 56]. With an estimate
of the location of the inferred IX, we can determine if the IX we see in the trace corresponds to
IXes for which we know the precise geographical locations (some of which are documented in
PeeringDB), or if it corresponds to an undocumented one.

6N. Chatzis offered us a code-to-data approach to accessing the European IXP traffic data used in [2].
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3.1.2 Inferring complex routing relationships

For current AS-level topology maps, we have developed and validated heuristic techniques to
classify nodes into network types [7], and other heuristics to estimate which nodes are part of the
same parent organization (“siblings”) [124]. We have also recently improved and heavily vali-
dated our algorithm for inferring one of two business relationships between ASes [49], although
as described in Section 2, these simplified inference techniques fail to capture much of the com-
plexity in the routing ecosystem. The new data we have gathered will enable us to untangle some
of this complexity, improving current inference techniques and enriching the annotations on our
map at the same time. To improve node classification, we will include additional inputs to the
machine learning classifier in [7] (in addition to customer and peer degrees, we will use customer
cone size and advertised address space), as well as a much larger training data set of ground-truth
AS classifications from PeeringDB (which has self-reported AS types for more than 4000 ASes).
We also regularly receive AS type and sibling ground truth data via our AS-rank interface [125],
which we use to continually improve our sibling inferences [124].

To improve link classification we will build on a feature of our AS relationship algorithm [49]
that begins to address complex relationships between ASes: the provider-peer observed customer
cone. In a complex peering relationship, AS X may purchase transit from AS Y in some regions
or prefixes, but be peers elsewhere, meaning that Y will not announce customer routes to peers
or providers outside of the agreed transit region. Our IX-aware map will allow us to identify and
classify some region-specific p2p and p2c relationships that we had no way to classify before. We
will explore two methods to infer region-specific relationships. First, for each provider (say Y) of
X, we will search for X’s customers that Y announces. If Y only announces some of X’s customers
from a particular geographical region to peers and providers, it might indicate a p2c relationship
in that region, but a p2p relationship elsewhere. We will use WHOIS and the best available IP
geolocation databases to search for geographic trends in observed BGP announcements. Second,
our multilateral peering inferences promise insight into region-specific peering behavior. For ex-
ample, we have found that 69.2% of ASes that self-report a restrictive policy in PeeringDB are
actually open in establishing peerings at route servers, though only in certain regions [5]. Such
differences indicate the potential to observe complex relationships, such as an AS peering openly
in region A but restrictively (e.g., as a provider) in region B.

3.1.3 Validating the IX-aware map

We will pursue at least six techniques to enable us and others to validate the hundreds of thou-
sands of peering links we expect to uncover and annotate. First, we will assign a confidence level
to each link observed in traceroute data, based on a range of criteria, e.g., peering seen in both
directions, whether we could map an IXP address to a specific member AS on one end of a peer-
ing link, etc., similar to the methods described in [6]. Second, we will cross-validate inferences
from four data sources: BGP tables, multilateral peering inference technique, targeted traceroutes,
and peering matrices published directly by the IX (e.g., [103]). Third, we will publish a list of
looking glasses hosted in ASes nearby (if not at) IXPs, which can be used to query prefixes for the
existence of a peering link; we will automate this querying ourselves to validate the accuracy of
our multi-lateral peering inferences over time. Fourth, we will integrate information we learn into
our AS-Rank website [125], which publishes our AS relationship inferences and invites correc-
tions from owners of ASes involved in peering. This interactive repository will allow us to solicit
feedback directly from network operators regarding our IX map and associated peering infer-
ences, including region-specific ones. Fifth, some BGP community values are currently described
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with region-specific annotations [126], which allows us to test our classifications of region-specific
relationships. Finally, we will also explore new and creative validation methods by combining
information from multiple sources to obtain hints about the likely existence of peering links. For
instance, if two networks advertise an open peering policy and claim presence at the same IX, we
have high confidence that a peering link we have previously inferred between those ASes is likely
to exist.

3.2 Task 2: Inferring congestion at interconnection points

Our goal in this task is to combine the topological data from Task 1 with path performance mea-
surements to detect and localize evidence of performance degradation in the interior of the global
Internet. In particular we seek to determine whether and to what extent inter-AS connection links
are congested, since they reflect potentially contentious business relationships between ISPs, and
associated regulatory concerns about the exercise of market power. We have developed three ex-
perimental approaches for detecting evidence of congestion: two based on active measurements
of latency and throughput, and one using passive traffic statistics collected by a major content
provider. This third method will enable us to overcome a complication with measuring conges-
tion at interconnection points: intelligent coding of video for real-time streaming.

3.2.1 Delay-based detection of congestion
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Figure 3: Idealized representation of load variation over time, and
anticipated behavior of RTT for different link capacities. The three
horizontal lines represent links with different capacities. Capacity
A can handle all peak traffic and we expect no RTT-based signal of
congestion. Capacity B becomes congested at the peak, and shows
a brief period of elevated RTT. Capacity C is a substantially under-
provisioned link, and shows congestion for several hours a day, with
a corresponding step function in RTT.

Our first method for detecting con-
gestion involves sending a crafted
sequence of pings along the path
in question, a method we call time-
sequence ping or TSP. A single round-
trip time delay (ping) measurement
does not provide strong evidence of
congestion, but a diurnal variation in
delay may be an indicator. Delay-
based detection of congestion relies
on two assumptions: (1) that it is
rare for a link to be congested con-
tinuously, and (2) that router buffers
will fill when an outbound link ex-
periences a threshold of congestion,
increasing round trip time (RTT) for
packets crossing that link.7 The first
assumption is consistent with several
studies documenting strong diurnal
variation in Internet traffic [128, 129,
130, 131, 132], where peak traffic exceeds minimum traffic by a factor of 3 or 4. With these param-
eters, a continuously congested link would be provisioned to carry no more than 25% to 33% of
peak traffic. We believe that links that are so persistently and severely underprovisioned in the
core of the Internet would be notorious on operational mailing lists. We therefore assume in most

7Different queue management schemes result in different queue behavior, with tail-drop schemes leading to full
queues, and active queue management schemes trying to reduce the average queue size during congestion, e.g., RED,
CODEL [127].
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cases of congestion we will see a diurnal variation in RTT that correspond with traffic loads, as
illustrated in Figure 3. Peak loads typically occur in early-mid evening for consumer broadband
(see Figure 8 in [132]).

The first goal of this task is to verify that we can detect this kind of variation by measuring
delay (round trip time, or RTT) over time, since other factors can contribute to variation in RTT.
We ran an experiment using a CAIDA Archipelago (Ark) [108] active monitor at a Comcast res-
idential location in Boston. Each Ark monitor performs continuous traceroutes to all /24 routed
IPv4 address blocks, data that we used to determine peering and transit links out of the Comcast
network from this location.8 We extracted the destinations reached by these background tracer-
outes, as well as the distance (in hops) from the monitor in Boston to the point of interconnection
between Comcast and each of its transit providers and peers. We then sent a time-series of pings
(TSP) to measure RTT toward each destination, with the TTL of each packet set to expire at the
near end and far side of the interconnection link. If there is no diurnal variation in RTT for the
near side of the link, but there is diurnal variation for the far side of the link, then we infer the
interconnection link is likely experiencing congestion.

The experiment was encouraging, revealing clear indications of congestion on certain links.
We probed over 100 Comcast inter-AS links from Comcast’s Boston region; most links exhibited
no indication of congestion, consistent with proper provisioning. Figure 4(a) shows a case with
evidence of slight congestion for a brief period, presumably only at peak traffic time. Figure 4(b)
shows a link with congestion that persisted for several hours each day; this link connects Comcast
to Cogent. Conversation with a Comcast engineer confirmed that this link is heavily congested as
a result of a recent decision by Netflix to reroute all their incoming streaming traffic from Level3 to
Cogent, overloading links not engineered for this traffic. This situation illustrates that big content
providers sometimes have more control than ISPs over how traffic is routed, making sensible
traffic engineering difficult for ISPs. In Figure 4(b), one can even estimate the size of the buffer by
the change in RTT, and see that the observed congestion lasts longer on weekends.

To develop more confidence in the RTT signature as a legitimate signal of congestion, for the
links in Figure 4(b) we also sent TTL-limited probes once a second to measure loss rate across a
larger sample. The bottom figures show that the loss correlates with the RTT-derived congestion
signal; when there is no congestion, there is no loss. However, the loss rate increases even when
the RTT does not grow, which we hypothesize is due to the presented load increasing. These
experiments convinced us of the potential for detection of congestion based on a time-series of
delay measurements.

3.2.2 Throughput-based detection of congestion

Our delay-based method to detect congestion can probe any path that has a ping responder at the
other end; no special server hardware is needed. But it cannot test for instantaneous congestion,
and it cannot distinguish the direction of the congestion, so it may make incorrect inferences,
especially if the reverse path is not symmetric. We propose a complementary technique based on
measuring TCP throughput, specifically a rate-limited TCP download probe (RLTP), which can detect
congestion from a single test and should be able to measure each direction separately, although we
need to experimentally confirm this last assumption. A tool that reveals congestion in a single test
may be more suitable for a broad set of Internet users to run, thus increasing coverage. However,

8These background measurements themselves provide a good opportunity to observe signals of congestion for links
commonly traversed. But many links are rarely traversed by these measurements, e.g., for Comcast, half of the links
we studied (including for some underprovisioned links to content providers) were sampled fewer than ten times across
the day.
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(a) Delay-based method detecting slight congestion between
Comcast and EdgeCast (AS15133) in Texas.
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Figure 4: Demonstration of feasibility of delay-based method for detecting congestion, using traces for two
inter-AS paths leaving the Comcast Boston serving area. Time is EDT, so the peaks correspond to typical
peak load times on the east coast in the evening. Top graphs: RTT from the near side of each interconnection
link. Middle: RTT from the far side of the same link. Bottom: loss rate from the far side of the same link.
The height of the RTT waveforms (middle graphs) corresponds to the size of the buffer, measured in holding
time. The height of the loss waveforms (bottom graphs) correspond to the presented load on the buffer, which
grows after the link is congested. Weekend days show longer congestion periods than weekdays, except for
Monday 11 November (Veterans day).

this test requires a client and a server; it cannot test to different points along the path in order to
isolate the point of congestion.

RLTP pre-selects a rate that does not congest the access link to the destination, so that any
detected congestion during a TCP download must be elsewhere along the path. Our confidence
in this method derives from our earlier experiments with data from the MLab deployment of
the Network Diagnostic Test (NDT) [133] tool, which collects hundreds of thousands of daily
tests from users trying to evaluate their network connection. Limitations of the resulting NDT
data [68, 66] inspired our experimental design. For example, while NDT tests are not intentionally
rate-limited, we discovered that many are unintentionally rate-limited by insufficiently large TCP
receive windows set by many clients’ operating systems [66]. These are effectively rate-limited
downloads that are suggestive of the rich congestion characteristics one can discover with our
proposed test. Figure 5 plots speed vs. round trip time for 380,000 NDT experiments, with col-
ors indicating receive window (Rwin) values. Figure 5(a) shows the fraction (one-third) of the
tests that ran to completion without receiving any congestion signal; throughput clusters tightly
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(a) Experiments with no congestion signals (b) Experiments that encountered congestion

Figure 5: NDT-observed download rate as a function of round trip delay, for tests that did not and did en-
counter evidence of congestion. For tests that completed without receiving any congestion signal, through-
put clusters tightly around the theoretical limit for a given window size and round trip delay. For tests that
experienced congestion signals, throughput is dispersed. Without path information we cannot speculate on
the correlation of performance degradation with interconnection relationships.

around the theoretical limit for a given window size and round trip delay. In contrast, Figure 5(b)
shows the dispersion in throughput when congestion is present. Unfortunately, path information
was not being collected for these measurements, so we can only speculate on the relationship be-
tween the observed congestion signals and interconnection points along the unrecorded paths.
Our proposed active probing approach addresses this limitation.

We will have a client trigger a rate-limited download (e.g., 5 mb/s) from a nearby server. If
that download does not show any signals of congestion, we conclude that the path from the client
to the server is not congested, and thus we can effectively test other paths. We will then have the
client perform an identical set of rate-limited downloads from servers in other ASes, attempting to
cross interconnection points on the map we constructed in Task 1. The traceroutes collected in both
directions (from the test client to server, and back) during each test, together with the congestion
signal obtained from the test, will be an input to a binary tomography algorithm (Section 2.2) that
will determine the most likely (topological) location of congestion. Our IX-aware map will further
reveal whether those links are internal to an AS, or at IXes.

Our RLTP test is conceptually identical to the constant window pseudo CBR (constant bit rate)
test proposed by Matt Mathis of Google as part of his broader Model-Based Internet Performance
Metrics (MBM) [134] effort. Recognizing this alignment of interests we initiated a collaboration
(see attached letter of support from Matt Mathis) to develop and validate this type of test to detect
congestion along paths from access ISPs to Mlab servers around the world [135]. Our RLTP exper-
iment requires dedicated client and server side code. We expect to utilize Mlab and our own Ark
infrastructure as both clients and servers to test and evaluate this approach; we will share results
with collaborator Google to integrate back into their open source MBM tool [136].
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3.2.3 Passive traffic-based detection of congestion

Many sources, including NetFlix, adapt to congestion by downgrading to a lower resolution cod-
ing [137], so the link may not look overloaded as measured by drops, but the quality of experience
(QoE) may be substantially degraded. In such cases, both delay-based and throughput-based
methods may fail to detect congestion, even while the user experience is degraded. When sources
use such adaptive rate coding, the best signal of congestion is that the protocols have downgraded
to a lower transmission rate (rather than, e.g., queuing delay or packet drops), most easily ob-
served at the endpoints of the flow, e.g., the CDN or end-user. Download performance on an
uncongested path will show a tight clustering of transfer rates around the intrinsic speeds of the
different codings; downloads on congested paths will show a dispersion of the achieved speeds
around the native encoding speeds (as illustrated in Figure 5).
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Figure 6: Aggregate bitrate served by Net-
flix to users of three ISPs in the Indianapolis
region. During congested periods, the content
bitrate reduces.

Our third technique uses exactly such traffic trans-
fer rate data, derived from traffic flow statistics logged
by a large CDN. NetFlix has agreed (see attached let-
ter) to share per-download data on the transfer rate
and time of selected file downloads, along with source
and destination address (anonymized to a /24 gran-
ularity to protect privacy but allow inference of con-
gestion along paths from their distributed servers to
consumers in access networks across the globe). We
have already received aggregated data from Netflix
that shows clear evidence of diurnal congestion (see
figure 6). Our research objective is to see what further
structure can be uncovered from the detailed data.

We are not concerned with how current rate adap-
tation schemes can perform in the presence of conges-
tion [96], but with the sensitivity with which we can detect congestion. The challenge will be to
map the data points onto paths, and reason about the location of detected congestion. Although
we can again try to use the binary tomography technique discussed in Section 2.2, a simpler ap-
proach will be to use this technique in conjunction with the delay-based method (Section 3.2.1),
which uses traceroutes and pings to detect the point of congestion along a path. We can compare
the congestion signal we get from the delay-based measurements with the passive download per-
formance, and may even be able to find evidence that the passive download data starts to react
to congestion even before we see significant queues building up.9 We will also use active probing
vantage points as available (Ark/RIPE Atlas vantage points and traceroute servers) to determine
interconnection paths between the Netflix CDN server and the ISP of the client receiving the video.
Once we infer the likely path from Netflix into the access ISP, we can use the congestion indicators
provided by Netflix to infer the presence of congestion on interconnection points.

3.2.4 Validation and automation of congestion-related inferences

Initially, we will use these methods to cross-validate each other, and work with ISPs willing to
validate our inferences, as with the congested link between Comcast and Cogent. In addition,
there are several well-established tools, techniques, and data sets that we can use as validation and

9Netflix has changed its approach to content distribution several times, as they move from third-party CDNs to their
own OpenConnect devices, many of which are currently hosted on two transit networks: Cogent and Tata. In cases
where their OpenConnect devices are inside the access network, the data will not cross any interconnection links.
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diagnostic aids. Relevant tools include those that test link capacities and identify bottlenecks [138,
139, 140, 141, 142]. Some public network data sets may also be of use; for example, every TCP test
hitting the Mlab platform generates Web100 TCP data [143] and a traceroute (recently enabled) to
the test client that could provide additional validation of our results.

One open issue we have considered is that our delay-based detection method cannot deter-
mine in which direction the congestion is occurring. The congestion could be occurring on the
reverse path, and since we do not have traceroute data from destination to source (since we do
not control the remote destinations responding to ping), the congestion may be on a different link
than the one revealed by the outgoing traceroute. To reduce the probability of an asymmetric path,
our delay-based measurement method terminates the RTT probing at the router immediately be-
yond the interconnection link of interest. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show nearly identical RTT to both
near and far sides of the interconnection during off-peak times, suggesting the response from the
far-side of the interconnection is not taking a circuitous route. We believe our approach gives rea-
sonably unambiguous results, but part of this research task will be to validate this assumption.
Identification of asymmetric routes is important since it may reveal additional paths not found by
the outgoing traceroutes.

We can use at least two approaches to detect and resolve asymmetric routes. The first approach
is to use a tool for reverse traceroute [144], which incrementally pieces together the reverse path
using measurements from vantage points close to routers on the reverse path. Reverse traceroute
builds on two capabilities: (1) the IP record route option, where routers embed one of their IP ad-
dresses into packets as they forward them, and (2) the ability to spoof the source address. Reverse
traceroute sends echo requests with the record route option to routers on the reverse path, spoof-
ing as our source that detected congestion with TSP so that the echo reply may collect IP addresses
on the reverse path. Spoofing packets using a distributed infrastructure is a sensitive issue, so we
will first try a much simpler method to get the reverse path. We are primarily interested in con-
gestion that occurs at the interconnection points of networks hosting our vantage points, and thus
we are likely to be within the nine hops afforded by the record route option. Therefore, we can
simply send an echo request to the far side of the interconnection with the record route option set,
in order to observe at least the first few hops on the path back to our source.

The second approach will rely on our planned collaboration with Akamai, which has agreed
to give us traceroutes from over 1000 distinct CDN locations to Ark nodes, which means we can
obtain paths in both directions. We can also use these nodes as targets, and our Ark nodes as
sources, in our delay-based detection experiments. These measurement will give us a set of end-
to-end measurements along with paths, which we can feed into a binary tomography algorithm
(Section 2.2) to localize observed congestion. The limitation of this approach is that while Akamai
has many test sites, there may not be a test site on the other side of every interconnection point of
the network hosting our vantage point.

A final issue is scaling our methods to operate on Ark nodes in many access networks, each
with many paths to the rest of the Internet.10 We need automated methods to detect and analyze
congestion in huge volumes of raw data. We must also automate as much as possible the parame-
terization of the experiment: using our map to find routers along the path of interest, and selecting
ping targets among them.

10We are using NSF CRI funding to expand the Ark infrastructure to include additional residential access links.
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3.3 Task 3: Exploring implications for network resiliency, policy, and science

The development and application of these new methods and data will provide a new lens through
which to observe and understand the evolving Internet. Our results will move the field beyond
traditional notions of AS graphs as consisting of nodes and links, toward a more detailed char-
acterization that includes multiple connections between ASes, regional semantics in business re-
lationships, and a characterization of where congestion is likely to occur. Given the knowledge
base and tools created in our foundational tasks, we will pursue several research studies that ex-
plore infrastructure resilience, inform communications policy, and improve scientific modeling
capability. We will also make the bulk of our collected data available to other researchers.

How do IXes influence Internet resiliency?
Modeling an AS as a single node ignores the redundancy obtained from multiple, geographically
diverse connections between ASes [51], and such simplified models have led to questionable con-
clusions about the “robust yet fragile” nature of the Internet infrastructure [145, 146]. Our new
map will include information about hundreds of thousands of peering links, including multiple
connections between ASes, which will inform our investigation of the nature of Internet resiliency,
including the importance of certain ASes and AS-links in maintaining global or local reachability.
As heavily aggregated points of connection, IXes are themselves potential vulnerabilities, since
the failure of an IX, due to natural disaster or deliberate attack, might severely disrupt connec-
tivity. To mitigate this risk, many large IXes, e.g., AMS-IX, DE-CIX and LINX, are decentralized
within a metro-area, i.e., they support multiple physical locations in one virtual distributed ex-
change, which adds richness and complexity to the nature (and study) of availability. We will
investigate whether networks tend to connect at multiple IXes in a city/region (for redundancy)
or in different regions (for geo-diversity), and the networks they connect to at various IXes. Our
map of inter-AS connections cannot determine the total route diversity of an ISP, because neither
traceroutes nor BGP data can reveal paths that exist but are not used. However, our analysis of the
tendencies of different sorts of ISPs to seek diverse connections to different IXes will allow us to
characterize the degree to which the loss of a major IX might potentially isolate or impair regions
of the Internet.

Do regional differences in peering behavior produce choke points or routing inefficiencies?
Many characteristics of the peering ecosystem – multihoming trends, business models [7, 147],
transit prices [148], and the prevalence of IXes – vary by geographic region, and manifest them-
selves in region-specific peering idiosyncrasies. Using our new map, we can compare topological
structure of different countries or regions and the role of IXes in improving topological diversity.
A few studies have characterized topological structure of specific countries (e.g., China [149] and
Germany [150]), but none have had the data for geographic analysis of connectivity, and the role
of IXes. The map will also facilitate analysis of the extent to which some countries, regions, or
organizations are essential hubs for connecting others to the global Internet [151], such as how the
U.S. has served as a hub even for ISPs within the same Asian country [152]. We will use BGP or
WHOIS allocation data to determine IP address blocks in specific countries or regions, identify the
set of ASes that control these IP address blocks, and also the set of organizations that control ASes
in a given country/region. Our IX-aware topology map can augment this view with lower-level
information about where connectivity between two ASes is established: at an IX or not, and within
or outside the region of interest. We will also be able to identify points of regional control of In-
ternet infrastructure (“choke points”), i.e., ASes or IXes that operate most access links into/out
of that region. Finally, the map will reveal inefficiencies, such as circuitous routes due to peering
issues or unavailability of IXes to facilitate local interconnection.
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How can our research inform growing policy concerns such as network transparency, invest-
ment incentives, and market power?
The FCC’s Measuring Broadband America effort [64] focused almost exclusively on the character
of the access links into different ISPs: speed, latency, reliability. Our proposed research will yield a
complementary view of the network: the degree and character of the connections between an ISP
and the rest of the Internet. Persistent under-provisioning of interconnection links may trigger
increased regulatory attention to peering practices. The FCC-sponsored measurements focused
on 13 ISPs in the U.S., all of which we intend to study in this project. To compare practices across
regions, we will also measure access ISPs in other countries. We expect that the pattern of peering
and transit will strongly correlate with the presence of IXes in the region. One research outcome
will be a presentation of our data in a form that is accessible and useful to policy-makers. By
presenting actual data on interconnection, we can shed light on the question of whether increased
transparency would avoid the need for more invasive forms of regulation.

There is also concern in business and regulatory circles that ISPs may not have the proper
economic incentives to continue to invest in network infrastructure [153]. This concern has led to
a perception, especially in the developing world, that given the typically higher profitability and
leaner capital structure of content providers (and their CDNs) relative to network infrastructure
providers, regulatory intervention should seek to mitigate this imbalance, and require payment
from CDNs to deliver content into access networks. While highly charged and political, these de-
bates about payment and obligations for interconnection are largely uninformed by the realities
of the Internet [154], in particular the ability of content providers to control the origin of content.
CDNs can pick paths into the country that have quite different consequences for the cost struc-
ture of the domestic network. Our research, properly packaged for regulators, will help avoid
unexpected and undesirable policy outcomes. In particular, we intend to extend some of our past
modeling work on fair and stable peering settlements [155]. That model quantified peering set-
tlements in terms of the value of the link (peering relationship) to each party, where value was
defined in purely economic terms. We propose to enrich that model by assigning a performance
attribute to the value of a link. Rather than abstract notions of performance such as AS-level path
lengths, we will model performance degradations arising due to congested interconnections.

A third controversial policy debate we hope to inform with quantitative metrics derived from
our measurements is whether different types of network actors have significant market power. In
the past, tier-1 backbone providers were thought to have market power if they were bottleneck
paths between many other ISPs. Today it is more common to hear concerns that access providers
have market power since they provide exclusive access to their customers by other ISPs (and
content providers) that wish to reach those customers. As an indicator of Internet market power,
researchers have proposed a simple topological metric such as betweenness (number of paths that
go through a given AS node) [156, 157], which is problematic even today, since it does not account
for traffic flow and possible alternative paths. But an ecosystem with dominant content providers
and access providers will require different metrics for market power, since both types of providers
tend to have low betweenness (because they are almost always the first or last hops on an AS
path, and customers of access providers generally have no alternate path). Our prior work [158]
suggested that if an ISP implemented few interconnection options, and then exhibited signs of
congestion on some links, it could be considered evidence of the exercise of that market power.
We will examine possible correlations between conventional metrics of market power in network
industries, such as the number of customers and market share of broadband providers [159], and
the fraction of intervals per day when we observed congestion on the interconnection links of
those providers.
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How valid are modeling assumptions about topological invariants and routing policies?
Measuring and modeling the Internet topology, particularly at the AS-level, has been an active
area of research over the last decade, starting with the work of Faloutsos et al. [160], which claimed
the existence of power-laws in the Internet topology. Despite subsequent findings that questioned
the power-law nature of the Internet topology [161], several topological properties of the AS-level
Internet are considered invariants – a heavy-tailed degree distribution that is close to a power-
law, strong clustering, assortativity, etc. Much network science research on topology modeling
has relied on these properties as part of the validation process [162, 163, 164, 165, 146, 166], though
a model’s ability to produce a power-law degree distribution should be viewed only as a san-
ity check [161, 167, 168]. Similarly, we know that the “valley-free, prefer-customer, then prefer-
peer” routing policy [42] is overly simplistic in the real-world, as is the assumption about binary
(customer-provider or peer-peer) relationships between ASes [50, 51]. There has never been a com-
prehensive validation of these assumptions, or even an assessment of how how much deviation
from these assumptions matters for modeling; the data to do so has not been available.

As we expand our techniques to detect MLP links at as many IXes as possible, we will produce
an AS graph that is an order of magnitude larger than those previously analyzed (e.g., [39, 169]),
and is both a multi-graph and a hypergraph. The resulting data will require a re-thinking of the
definition and significance of a number of topological properties (degree distribution, clustering,
assortativity, etc.), with enormous implications for network science, which has thus far treated the
Internet AS-level topology as just another graph to model. Furthermore, inferring region-specific
AS-relationships will illuminate the prevalence of complex relationships in the real world. Us-
ing our mechanism for computing AS customer cones, we can quantify the extent to which the
“valley free, prefer-customer, prefer-peer” routing policy assumption is violated, and the ASes
most likely to produce such violations. These studies will inform our development of more re-
alistic and empirically grounded models for AS business relationships and interdomain routing
policies. The data sets that result from this research will also serve as more realistic topologies
for simulation and analysis. We (or others) can distill statistical properties from the IX-aware map
that are relevant to different modeling activities: colocation and peering behavior of different AS
types, distributions of the number of physical locations at which two ASes connect, the scope and
nature of region-specific business relationships, etc. We will use these properties to construct syn-
thetic maps that are conducive to simulation or model-based analysis, potentially scaled down for
usability while retaining the statistical properties of the original [170].

Can we detect trends over time in interconnection and performance?
Finally, we recognize the need to develop, maintain, and archive classic data sets to develop some
sense of Internet history, which industry players have no incentive to gather and archive. Our
ongoing measurement of peering and congestion will allow us to track trends over time in the
practices and effects of interconnection. One might expect to see a pattern of gradual emergence
of load on a link, followed by a reconfiguration to alleviate the congestion. In our limited obser-
vations we have already seen events like the sudden emergence of serious congestion on a link,
perhaps as the result of a change in CDN delivery or a failure in some other part of the net shifting
load onto this link. Capturing short-term dynamics as well as evolutionary trends in the interac-
tion between the current CDN-driven content delivery and IX industries will not only enlighten
studies of today’s Internet, but serve as a use case by which to evaluate or simulate future Internet
architectures.
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